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Real time ingest - delivers instantly
editable QuickTime feeds, with
proxy generation during capture,
Metadata & MOS integration

Multi channel centralised control,
scheduling & status monitoring
for PictureReady systems

Networked control of large scale
video routers perfectly integrated
with Sienna client applications

File-based media & metadata
check-in server with advanced
custom scripting for powerful workflows

Data hub - connects Sienna to MOS
News systems, and provides
sophisticated asset management

FCP Edit assistant - presents MOS
text stories inside Final Cut, & provides
media integration and delivery with
Sienna Asset Management

Cross-Platform Web based assembly
tool for simple edits or proxy cuts
feeding Final Cut Pro finishing

On screen macro panel for quick &
accurate logging with Sienna client
applications or web interface

Live Assist automation controlling
multiple VirtualVTR modules, & other
devices driven by MOS running orders

Device interface for AutomationX
adding control of Omneon Spectrum
and MediaDeck Servers

Powerful QuickTime play-out channel
supporting multiple video formats
Proven reliability with fail-over support

Heavy lifting data movement plus
non-real time services for
archive & process automation

The Broadcast landscape is changing rapidly, gone are the days of purely
base-band infrastructure and exclusively transmitted on-air delivery, and in their
place, come requirements for multiplatform delivery, where infrastructure must
support web & mobile targets within the same workflow that drives TV broadcast.
As delivery is no longer exclusively base-band video, so source materials are no longer
purely incoming video - tapeless cameras, file based ingest and metadata-rich media

Live television
has the power to create amazing moments....

interchange with 3rd party systems, are now requirements of any forward looking installation.
Sienna addresses the challenges faced by modern production, & delivers elegant, structured
solutions with a single integrated infrastructure covering the entire media lifecycle.
E x p e r i e n c e - Building on 20 years experience creating professional video and audio
technology, combined with close partnerships with some of the News and Sport industry's

Sienna
gives you the power to deliver them…

best traditional vendors, Sienna has quickly built an unshakeable reputation for excellence,
challenging the broadcast industry to embrace the future, utilising exciting new technologies
within an established and proven framework. Many of the world's leading News and Sport
broadcasters are already enjoying the Sienna experience, and Sienna has become a
common 'repeat purchase' technology, where the positive experience in one site has led
broadcasters to turn to the Sienna system time and again on future projects.
M o d u l a r S y s t e m - Sienna is equally well suited to realising the vision of the most
ambitious traditional broadcaster, or the more modest green-field startup. A well thought out
modular approach with fully functional discreet elements, allows the construction of simple
systems which can grow elegantly into a more sophisticated future. The same modular
building blocks have a powerful and scalable integration layer to perfectly fit the requirements
of the most complex broadcast networks. Whether you are building a startup web news
channel, or you are redesigning an international station group, Sienna can bring it all
together with a single integrated plan, scaled to fit.

The mantra of Sienna is ultimate flexibility, creativity and productivity. These
benefits, which have rarely been seen in the same system, are now available
together, and at a price point which will make you wonder why your previous
system cost so much. Whatever your requirements, News, Sport or Multicam
Production, Sienna has what you need to build a modern, scalable future.
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Scaling Up - The flexibility of Sienna, means it can be scaled up to suit a specific
environment, for example, a very simple Sienna system might find its way into a small
Outside Broadcast truck, with just one PictureReady machine sharing its drive with a Final

Digital Production WorkFlow

Cut Pro laptop, and an ethernet cable between them. A slightly larger rig, might add multiple
PictureReady machines, some shared storage, and multiple FCP systems. If you add some

NRCS Text Flow

Sienna Video Flow

VirtualVTR playout, and perhaps AutomationX and IngestControl, you now have a small
‘file-based’ workflow which can be centrally controlled - you can perform sophisticated real
time ingest with edit during capture, and playout finished pieces loaded as files in to the
VirtualVTRs, or the AutomationX playlist. If you now add OriginOne, this gives you an asset
management system and MOS interface. The main change here, is that you can begin
working with an ‘object-based’ system, instead of a ‘file-based’ system. One of the benefits

News Clients

of this is that users are now abstracted from the file system - they no longer need to worry
about filenames, folders, or where any media is stored, and they start referencing media

PictureReady Ingest

using metadata descriptions. You could also introduce an NRCS, if you need it for news
operations.

Finally if we choose to add MediaServices and FileFlow, you have a

sophisticated archive and file based interchange mechanism with 3rd party systems.
Shared Storage

Through these simple steps, it is easy to see how a Sienna system can start small, and scale
Final Cut Pro Editorial

up elegantly into a very large infrastructure, adding powerful functionality at each step, as
well as managing the load without limiting bottlenecks.
Integration Model - Sienna technology is delivered via the exclusive network of Approved

NRCS Server

Sienna Systems Integrators. These companies have been appointed following painstaking
scrutiny, as local, self sufficient islands of talent, ready to provide the hands on attention
MOS Gateway & Asset Management

required for each stage of a project. Approved Sienna Systems Integrators will blend Sienna
modules with those of our partners, to create a complete technology package including
storage, network, and newsroom computer system, all perfectly in tune for your bright future.
These integrators will install, commission and then provide all the professional services and
training required to make full use of the system, before embarking on a long term

News Clients

commitment to support you and your Sienna infrastructure throughout its lifetime.
Playout Automation

Global Reach - Sienna is a global phenomenon and you will find Sienna Systems

VirtualVTR Players

Integrators in every major market, including The Americas, Europe and Asia.

To locate your nearest Approved Sienna Systems Integrator, please contact us for

Teleprompter

Video Play to Air

advice, or visit http://www.sienna-tv.com and click "where to buy".
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Sienna PictureReady forms the record channel of your modular Sienna video
server, and unlocks QuickTime as a real time architecture for news and sport,
recording base-band video which is instantly accessible, facilitating real time replay
and editing of content, ‘as it is recorded’.
During capture, the ProxyPerfect® system creates & delivers real time proxies whilst
PictureReady records, allowing instant proxy editing, or low data rate remote browsing and
logging of incoming video. Proxies can even be viewed over wide area network connections
during capture, allowing the proxies of a Sienna PictureReady recording in one location, to
be viewed from any desktop in your global organisation.
Asset Integration
Sienna PictureReady integrates seamlessly with the Sienna asset management infrastructure
to deliver recording media assets when recording starts, which link to both high quality and
proxy versions of the video material. The start of capture also triggers MOS video objects
to be sent to News management systems, so NRCS users can playback the Proxy video
directly from cross platform news clients as a story unfolds.
Flexible Format Support
Sienna PictureReady records from live video feeds using RP188 or LTC timecode, or with
9-pin control of a deck, capturing media in your choice of QuickTime formats including
DV25, DV50, DVCProHD, IMX, Pro Res, XDCam HD and other codecs. Using Sienna
IngestControl, batch and scheduled captures are also possible.
Powerful Functionality
recording, PictureReady can perform very long captures, whilst you review, log or edit the
incoming picture using the range of logging tools in Sienna. You can even 'chase play'
incoming PictureReady feeds using Sienna VirtualVTR for time-shifted playback of, for
example, a breaking news story.
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Capturing directly to your shared storage with no need to transfer media during or after

RAM Buffering
PictureReady's RAM buffering technology provides unmatched protection
from network or storage performance fluctuations, offering up to 1000 frames
of buffer security, without dropping a frame. This unique feature is crucial for
reliable capture directly to the ethernet connected clustered storage systems, which
complement Sienna in Live News and Sports workflows.
Sienna PictureReady can be used as a discreet self-contained module, or multiple
channels can be scaled to form part of a large ingest system controlled centrally by Sienna

power
flexibility
performance

IngestControl. In a small scale setup Sienna PictureReady’s native user interface offers the
'Action Hilites' system, directly creating XML Subclips for Final Cut Pro editorial. Alternatively,
in a larger infrastructure, media capturing with Sienna PictureReady may be logged via the
Sienna web interface by multiple users working collaboratively. Sienna PictureReady can
even log captures automatically by reading broken timecode from the source.
Technical Note : There is no practical limit on how many Sienna PictureReady Ingest
channels you can have, you can add as many as you need.

Sienna PictureReady Action Hilite & Machine Control Windows
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... and the cost ?

Sienna IngestControl offers a multichannel networked remote control panel,
which controls up to 15 PictureReady ingest channels from a single remote
computer desktop. If you require more than 15 channels, simply use additional
IngestControl stations.
The IngestControl interface features a slow scan video thumbnail for each ingest channel,
allowing the user to monitor all incoming feeds from one screen. IngestControl also allows
you to control any PictureReady-attached VTR’s for batch capture from tape, forming a
central ‘Multimedia Coordinator’ station on your Sienna network. The intuitive
interface allows one-click routing of sources to channels, and metadata entry or capture,
whilst providing rich status of the recordings and the systems. Feeds can even be captured
directly in to MOS placeholders, and source names from Sienna RouterControl are
superimposed over the thumbnails for each channel. The IngestControl interface also allows
central monitoring of Sienna PictureReady Ram buffer status, allowing users to visually
monitor the effects of load on the shared storage
Multi channel Scheduling
In addition to basic capture control and monitoring, IngestControl includes multi channel
automated record scheduling, with optional router control, allowing captures from specific
sources to be scheduled in advance, and automatically performed. IngestControl can also
publish the machine recording schedules as iCal calendars, allowing anyone on your
network to subscribe to a multichannel view of all scheduled ingests, which updates
automatically as the schedule changes. The iCal interface even allows users to click on past
captured events and view them in the Sienna web based asset manager.

During capture, an instant review button on each channel allows the IngestControl user to
send the ‘in-progress’ recording into a review monitor, either using a base-band channel of
Sienna VirtualVTR for signal QA, or into a Sienna web based proxy player for general
monitoring or real time logging.
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Instant Review

Format Control - IngestControl has controls to select between four different
video presets in Sienna PictureReady channels, allowing a single mouse click
to switch a Sienna PictureReady channel, for example, from HD to SD.
Multicam - Powerful functionality for multicam production is included, such as ‘gang roll’ of
multiple channels simultaneously with automatically distributed metadata.
IngestControl brings your base-band video capture technology together into a streamlined
interface with powerful automation.
Technical Note : You can add as many IngestControls to your system as you need.
Each IngestControl covers up to 15 Sienna PictureReady channels from one screen, and
multiple IngestControls can share some of the same PictureReady channels if desired.

IngestControl Multi-View, Machine Detail, & Schedule Windows
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Sienna RouterControl connects your Sienna infrastructure to large scale video
routers, bringing control of source selection within the domain of Sienna workflow
automation. RouterControl supports ProBel, GVG, BMD and other router control
protocols, covering a wide range of commonly used routers and router control
systems. Sienna RouterControl includes Client & Server software, as well as
providing a networked service for other Sienna client applications.
RouterControl allows control of large scale routers in 4 areas of the Sienna infrastructure.
• Inside IngestControl - This allows the ingest schedule to automatically select a specific
router source per scheduled item routing, as well as ‘point-and-click’ source selection during
manual control of ingests. Router source names are displayed in the IngestControl interface
providing intuitive abstraction from the complications of router source selection.
IngestControl also uses RouterControl to drive a 'follow-me' video monitor for the
IngestControl user, which automatically updates to show whatever the user clicks on.

• Inside Sienna AutomationX - Macro events inserted in a MOS run down, can control the
router as part of an automated workflow. AutomationX can also control the router as a
'virtual switcher', forming a backup to your production switcher.
• Inside Custom Workflow Macros from the Sienna Media Asset Manager
Sienna's scriptable architecture goes beyond your imagination, allowing abstract
mechanisms to build original and flexible workflows to meet your future ambitions, including
automated control of your router.

Technical Note : Sienna Router Control supports Routers up to 5000 x 5000 channels.
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• In Craft Edit Seats - Sienna RouterControl Client is a multi source, XY router control
panel, giving every Final Cut Pro editor restricted control of the router from their FCP
desktop. The RouterControl client is not licensed per desktop - with ‘RouterControl Server
Unlimited’ you can put a router control panel on every Mac desktop in the facility for no
additional cost.

Sienna FileFlow is an automated Media Check-In Server for advanced File-based
workflows. The most basic functionality of FileFlow is to act as a folder watcher for
incoming file-based media submissions. However, as you might expect from
Sienna, FileFlow takes this concept many stages further, adding intelligent,
scriptable behaviours, automatic proxy generation and much more, all within a
robust server-based system.
XML Sidecar Support - When discovering new Media files, FileFlow also detects
companion XML sidecars commonly used for metadata exchange when integrating
products from different vendors. XML Sidecars have also become a standard part of the new
generation of File-based agency feeds from Reuters, AP and others. Sienna FileFlow can
automatically extract important metadata from the XML Sidecars and use that to
accompany the media files as they are checked in to the Sienna Media Asset Manager.
Script Plug-ins - An important feature in FileFlow are the script plug-ins which allow
integrators or broadcasters to create custom scripts to parse any kind of XML sidecar
regardless of its structure. Example scripts for Reuters, AP and others are provided.
During check-in, FileFlow automatically moves the incoming media into your daily Sienna
folder and generates a proxy.

Today's File Based multi-platform workflows are becoming more and more diverse,
requiring flexibility when exchanging content between systems. FileFlow uses the
AppleScript language to provide completely customisable workflow for integrators and
broadcasters. Whatever your infrastructure or ambitions, Sienna FileFlow can provide the
framework for a perfect solution, working exactly the way you want it to. Broadcasters all
over the world are already finding that FileFlow is the skeleton key to unlock sophisticated
and efficient workflows previously considered impossible to automate.
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FileFlow can also be used for pure metadata ingest, picking up XML files from a watch
folder and in a supervised process, handing this data to a custom script for processing,
before moving the file onto another folder or deleting it. This mechanism can be used for
real-time logging with 3rd party tools like Dixon Sports, or any system which can generate
XML files with a reference, or common metadata, linked to an existing asset in Sienna.

Sienna OriginOne is the central data hub for the Sienna infrastructure, its primary
functions are Media Asset Manager for the entire Sienna system, and a powerful
MOS gateway between news management systems and the Sienna QuickTime
media infrastructure.
MOS - The Media Object Server (MOS) protocol forms the basis of modern news
infrastructure, linking the text based Newsroom Computer System (NRCS) with the Sienna
Media System. OriginOne maintains a mirror ‘image’ of the MOS information on the News
System, and delivers the appropriate data to the various Sienna applications, allowing
editors to interact with scripts and the gallery to receive playlists.
OriginOne features the most powerful & complete MOS implementation from any vendor.
OriginOne delivers media objects received from Sienna clients like PictureReady or Final
Cut, as MOS video objects into the News System, so they may be incorporated into stories
and running orders. OriginOne further supports the News System by presenting Sienna
proxy media to the NRCS. OriginOne supports MOS object auto-create, to allow News
System clients to prepare 'dummy' objects early in the day, which will later be attached to
workflow is now fundamental to any productive MOS news workflow. The Sienna web
interface opens inside an ActiveX within the NRCS providing seamless integration.
Asset Management - OriginOne's powerful Web based Asset management interface
allows cross platform users to interact with Sienna media, using a web interface on Mac or
PC. A single interface gives equal access to all media, even ingesting, or archived media.
Proxy media for clips can be played, logged, and annotated.

Subclips can be

created and media can be dispatched to Final Cut editorial, pasted into an NRCS story, or
forwarded with metadata to 3rd party systems.

OriginOne frees users from the

complications of the file system, by representing all media as object packages containing the
high quality video file, the proxy video file, the JPEG thumbnail, and all the object metadata.
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incoming video feeds, or finished craft edits as the bulletin develops. This placeholder

This allows user to think about ‘media’, rather than files, greatly simplifying the
production process, avoiding errors and encouraging creativity. OriginOne
also controls the MediaServices module which does the 'heavy lifting' of
media, including archive, restore, and scripted process automation.
Sienna's asset manager can also be accessed from a WAN VPN, and allows a global media
sharing infrastructure, with proxy search and browse of your media from any other station
on your private network. Through MOS-Redirection, Sienna allows single-click movement of
MOS news stories ‘and’ their media, between MOS rundowns at facilities based in different
continents, even incorporating automated video standards conversion during transfer.
No other MOS video media infrastructure comes close to this level of functionality.
Sienna Client applications serviced by OriginOne include PictureReady, StoryCut,
AutomationX, MediaServices, IngestControl and VirtualVTR, communicating via a quick,
convenient and reliable TCP/IP protocol.
Technical Note : Multiple OriginOne Systems can be connected via Wide Area Networks to
form a joined-up infrastructure for media globalisation within your organisation

Sienna Web Based Asset Management Search Results Window
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StoryCut provides MOS Story functionality to Final Cut Pro along with seamless
Sienna asset management integration. StoryCut allows the craft editor to browse
the News System running orders and stories, and then view the story text whilst
editing in Final Cut.
Perfectly embedded into the Final Cut Pro interface as an extra floating window, StoryCut
provides everything needed to transform Final Cut Pro into a dedicated and fully integrated
edit seat for live news and sport, maintaining the object based workflow, which allows users
to focus on the job in hand rather than worrying about files, filenames and folders. Source
media arrives, already linked to MOS Stories, and finished packages are published back into
placeholders, already linked into the stories. This avoids the need to manually search for
media, and prevents mistakes during delivery.
WordLink® - The WordLink® technology inside StoryCut, links the timeline position in Final
Cut with the text of the story, automatically highlighting the story word which relates to the
timeline position. This allows editors to easily match video running time with story duration.
Of course, StoryCut automatically updates when the story is changed in the News System,
and uses presenter read-rate information, to ensure accurate pacing of the story text.
Pop-out Assets Drawer - StoryCut features a pop out assets drawer from which media
objects embedded into the stories by the News System can be dragged directly into the
Final Cut timeline. Users can also search the OriginOne media database from the assets
drawer. The News System user can embed a ‘kit of parts’ into the story, comprising
rushes, subclips, graphics or any other Sienna objects, and these will travel with the story

Delivery Point - Once the package is complete, StoryCut presents a simple dialog to the
user for delivery of the package in to News System placeholders. The ‘Deliver to Sienna’
function avoids the need for the user to know anything about the storage, since the target
location is provided automatically from OriginOne using the Delivery Point system.
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and appear inside the assets drawer of StoryCut, ready to form the basis of the craft edit.

The user simply selects which Delivery Point they need, for example,
‘Finished Packages’, ‘Promos’, ‘Web’ etc, and enters a description for the
package. If the story contains a MOS placeholder, StoryCut allows the user to
deliver the finished package into that placeholder, sending the item directly to
its predefined location in the running order. StoryCut also generates media proxies during
delivery. StoryCut includes functionality enabling remote Field Journalists, to automatically
upload finished packages and proxies via FTP, directly from the Final Cut Pro application,
once again, abstracting the user from the technical complexity.
StoryCut also allows users to search for and preview archived media, and have it
automatically restore on demand, simply by adding it to their sequence. StoryCut even
allows FCP users to subscribe to a Sienna Asset and have it automatically update inside FCP
as other users create logged markers within this asset. Finally, StoryCut enables a fully
automated proxy-edit workflow, which conforms a sequence cut with proxy media into its
high resolution equivalent, using a single menu item during the delivery process.

Sienna StoryCut Window in Apple Final Cut Pro
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in the field
when you need it

ImpulsEdit is the web based assembly tool integrated with the Sienna asset
management system. The simple, elegant & intuitive interface offers cuts editing of
Sienna Proxy media in a cross platform web browser interface.
ImpulsEdit offers a concise toolkit for proxy assembly of media including the ability to set
clip audio levels. It uses an simple timeline mechanism with video displays representing the
timeline, and the selected source clip. All the functionality of ImpulsEdit can be performed
from a set of JKL style keystrokes, and it also supports the Contour Shuttle Pro desktop
control device. As well as a ‘point-and-click’ editing paradigm, ImpulsEdit supports on the
fly trimming directly in the timeline for extremely rapid top and tail of clips, and an
automatically shuffling timeline to close up any gaps.
ImpulsEdit requires no client setup and very little training to use. It is available as a web
service from any part of your Sienna Infrastructure, even in wide area implementations where
it can be used to remotely edit content. This remote editing process is particularly important
when ImpulsEdit teams up with Sienna's MOS Redirection, allowing users to cut a set of
rushes which exist on one side of the atlantic, before transferring just the conformed
Hi Resolution package, over the long distance connection.
ImpulsEdit is the perfect complement to a Sienna MOS News Infrastructure, a remote
Sienna Sports Infrastructure, and even as a tool for Sienna based transmission workflows,
where ImpulsEdit's simple model can be used to rapidly remove or insert commercials, split
a long movie into segments, or join together promo or commercial blocks - all without an
unnecessary trip through a craft edit suite. Once your package or rough cut is ready, there
will instantly conform the Hi Resolution media to match, and your finished package is ready
to air - it can even fill a MOS placeholder in a MOS rundown directly from ImpulsEdit. The
second option is a single click to transfer the ImpulsEdit proxy timeline into a High Resolution
FCP sequence. In a second your edits will be in place in FCP, with audio levels from your
rough cut, ready for a craft editor to finish off before a final delivery to air.
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are 2 simple options. The first is to deliver the edit directly back into the system where Sienna

ImpulsEdit is not just a simpler editor when complementing Final Cut Pro.
ImpulsEdit has additional integration capabilities for specific workflows. One
example of this is ImpulsEdit's support for 'edit from archive' - this amazing
facility allows you to add archived media assets into the ImpulsEdit timeline
(without restoring them) and edit just as if they were online, using the archive proxies. Having
selected the portions of your archived assets which you need, and cut them in with any
already online assets, you simply publish the timeline as normal. Sienna ImpulsEdit
automatically performs a series of true partial restore operations, one for each edit, followed
by the sequence compilation, and in just one mouse click you will have your mixed
archive/online sequence published, and ready to air.

Sienna ImpulsEdit Web Based Cuts Editor
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The Sienna ProductionPalette is an on-screen floating panel that is loaded
with predefined templates of sporting keywords or team member names, as
customized by the user. This offers loggers ‘one-click’ short cuts when entering
metadata, and using the floating panel ensures correct spelling and consistency
of terminology.
ProductionPalette is a valuable time saving device especially when logging fast action
sports, and can be used in conjunction with various Sienna logging components, including
the Sienna Web based logging screen, Sienna PictureReady, Sienna VirtualVTR and Sienna
IngestControl.
Grid layout templates can be created using simple tab delimited text grids prepared in
Excel, or XML based templates compatible with EVS logging systems.
Multiple grids can be on screen at the same time, for example, one for football specific

Sienna ProductionPalette Logging Matrix
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keywords - Foul, Goal, Tackle etc, & 2 more grids for the team players in the current game.

AutomationX provides rich live assist playout automation for your Sienna
workflow. Using Sienna IP Protocol running over ethernet, AutomationX
controls up to 6 VirtualVTR channels, and other devices, to deliver your finished
show smoothly and reliably. AutomationX can receive MOS running orders from
the News System via OriginOne, or playlists can be created manually. Changes
in MOS rundowns are reflected immediately and AutomationX reflows the
rundown allocations automatically.
During playout, AutomationX cues up the required QuickTime media in the Sienna
VirtualVTR playback machines, and controls play-out according to the running order, whilst
directing switchers, routers, robotic cameras and other devices with GPI, TCP/IP or
RS422 instructions.
Events in AutomationX are clearly displayed in an ergonomic GUI, presenting important
information in a clear and uncluttered view, thus helping a busy operator to deliver a high
production value show, with ease.
When driven by a MOS News System, the events are automatically grouped into stories,
offering story context to each event. Playback items can be programmed as ‘Pause’,
‘Chain’, ‘Loop’ or ‘Scheduled’ allowing flexible playout. Custom metadata from MOS News
Systems can also drive other automated behaviours.
AutomationX feeds back live MOS item status information to your News System, whilst the
switcher changes or other external events using a variety of protocols including custom
scriptable events. GPI Tally integration with your switcher, allows AutomationX to efficiently
and safely manage re-allocation of playback channels as they come off air.
AutomationX also allows manual control of Sienna VirtualVTR transport, to force early
channel release, or even to drag QuickTime assets direct to a manual playback channel for
‘Late Breaking News’. The Playout Control Window includes a slow scan video thumbnail
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GPI and Switcher control options allow macro events in your MOS rundown to trigger

for each playback machine, further enhancing situational awareness when
the pressure is on.
Multiple AutomationX systems can exist on a single Sienna network, to
support multiple studios or redundancy, and AutomationX can be configured to use
dedicated on-air storage for assets, or to ‘failover’ to original assets on production storage.
AutomationX also dynamically manages graphic animation assets and directs them to a
dedicated VirtualVTR machine setup with a fill and key connection to your switcher,
integrating strong channel branding alongside your video asset control.
AutomationX provides an expandable automation framework which will grow with you
in to the future.
Technical Note : Sienna supports an unlimited number of Automated playout studios, each
with an AutomationX. Sienna supports up to 4 dedicated on-air storage pools.

Sienna AutomationX Playlist Window
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Sienna VSControl is an interface layer which allows Sienna AutomationX to
control Omneon's Spectrum and MediaDeck video servers.
The control mechanism uses Omneon's ethernet based protocol, and Sienna
AutomationX is the only Mac-based automation system able to control Omneon
video servers via this superior interface.
Automatic functionality
Media is automatically transferred to Spectrum or MediaDeck via Sienna MediaServices, as
part of an automated Sienna workflow, Sienna can also automatically remove media from the
Omneon server when the Sienna asset is deleted.
Play during transfer
Sienna is able to copy media from your production storage volume to the Spectrum or
MediaDeck storage in a special mode which allows AutomationX to initiate playout from an
Omneon server whilst the transfer is still in progress - essential for live news.
Technical Note : Using VSControl, up to 6 Omneon channels are supported per

automation

AutomationX system
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Sienna VirtualVTR provides the QuickTime play-out channels for your media
workflow. Supporting all formats of SD and HD QuickTime natively without the
need to transcode, VirtualVTR plays original and edited media from your shared
storage, directly to air - even supporting QuickTime reference movies.
VirtualVTR may be controlled using a wide variety of interfaces including Sony
P2 protocol (with Odetics extensions), VDCP, TCP/IP (using Sienna protocol
from AutomationX), MMC, USB keyboard or Jog Shuttle controller, GPIs, or
timecode chase. Several control protocols can be active simultaneously.
Up to 6 VirtualVTR channels interface with each AutomationX to allow fully automated
multichannel play to air. Pairs of VirtualVTR systems can also be linked in a 'buddy'
configuration for redundancy, where the second system automatically chases the first, frame
accurately, and in the event of failure of the primary system, the backup system will already
be playing back the program in sync, ready for the director (or fail-over monitor) to switch to
the backup. VirtualVTR supports a wide variety of codecs including long-GOP formats such
as HDV and XDCam HD. In addition to QuickTime video, VirtualVTR can playback animation
sequences and still frames in various formats, including fill and key motion graphics from a
single VirtualVTR machine.
VirtualVTR can play off dedicated ‘on-air’ storage pools, managed by Sienna, or it can play
directly from (or failover to) your production storage. This provides a very rapid media
workflow with minimal delays and no waiting for transfers before playout in a live news
bulletin. This also allows chase-play, where VirtualVTR is playing back media which is still
being recorded in Sienna PictureReady - such as incoming breaking news feeds. VirtualVTR
data connections, allowing Final Cut / StoryCut users in the field on 3G connections to
deliver H.264 full resolution media directly to air, in less than 10% of the time it would take
for normal codec delivery. VirtualVTR plays the H.264 media direct to air without requiring
an additional transcode step.
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also enables the Sienna 'Broxy' (Broadcastable Proxy) workflow for field journalists on slow

VirtualVTR can also be used for subclip logging, using a highly responsive
USB Jog shuttle controller. As an alternative to using a full blown craft edit
system, journalists can benefit from VirtualVTR’s ultra straightforward interface
to search for Sienna Media objects, review and mark subclips, then deliver
these clips to OriginOne with added metadata. The Sienna Subclips are immediately made
available (with proxy video and a thumbnail) right inside the News System, via the
MediaSearch web interface, and inside Final Cut Pro via StoryCut.
Sienna VirtualVTR is a mature and powerful system providing an efficient, modular
‘Play to Air’ infrastructure.
Technical Note : There is no practical limit on how many Sienna VirtualVTR Playout
channels you can have, you can add as many as you want.

Sienna VirtualVTR Windows
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Sienna MediaServices is a companion server to complement OriginOne,
performing a range of advanced storage and media processing tasks for more
sophisticated infrastructures. The main functions offered by MediaServices
include Archiving, MOS Redirection, Transfer to Air, Web Publishing and
process automation macros - all performed silently and automatically as part of
the seamless end to end Sienna media infrastructure.
The Archiving function performs rule-triggered copying of Sienna media assets from live
storage to mounted volume archive storage (spinning disk or disk to tape middleware).
Sienna's asset manager uses a single database and a single interface to manage live and
archived assets, allowing users to search for, and use media, in a single consistent workflow
regardless of its status. Archive can also be driven automatically from MOS rundown usage.
‘Restore From Archive’ is triggered automatically on demand from the edit systems,
or the NRCS system.
MOS Compatibility
MOS Redirection is a powerful mechanism allowing automatic global media sharing between
Sienna equipped sites. With a MOS Redirection compatible News System such as ENPS,
stories. MediaServices transforms this process additionally allowing media to automatically
travel alongside the news stories, as they copy between locations. Simply dragging a news
story from a rundown in one city, to a rundown in another city, triggers an automatic media
transfer, invisibly updating the embedded media in the copied story, to ensure that it
becomes local, for playout from the destination server. Transatlantic MOS redirection can
even incorporate automated standards conversion as part of the ‘one-click’ operation.
Isolated Storage - For stations wishing to isolate production storage from master control
playout storage, MediaServices performs an automated ‘transfer-to-air’ process, copying
media between the production and playout servers, using rules embedded in the OriginOne
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stations in different cities or different continents can seamlessly exchange news

delivery points, or under control of a MOS Rundown. Sienna includes powerful
customisation hooks for process automation, where site specific macros can
be triggered automatically during a variety of operations, such as publishing,
archive, restore, or, on demand. These macros can be used for any kind of
media and metadata exchange with 3rd party systems, or for diverse media publishing
targets. Macros typically perform media conversion or transfers, with metadata if necessary.
Your approved Sienna Systems integrator can prepare a tailored solution for your specialist
needs, creating macros in a number of scripting systems including Applescript, Automator,
or Apple Compressor droplets.
MediaServices includes Automatic Web Publishing technology, which dynamically builds
an HTML representation of your emerging rundown, and publishes it to an internal, or a
public web server. The HTML Rundown includes the stories, JPEG thumbnails and even the
proxy video making up your rundown, and is automatically updated whenever things change
in the News System. Users can define their own corporate look for the HTML frame and
embed it into a larger station web site, adding web-facing new media values to your
newsroom, with zero manual intervention.
MediaServices can also be used to build web-specific proxy formats to be handed to a web
publishing system driven by your MOS NRCS.
Finally, MediaServices provides the back-end services for ImpulsEdit clients, and can be
scaled up for larger sites.
Technical Note : Sienna Supports up to 8 MediaServices modules per OriginOne, as a load
balanced cluster, which also provides automated failover.
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